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Branding or Blanding?



What’s happening?

So what?

Where next?



What’s Happening?
10 Brand Forces

Keeping it Real

Telling Us Stories

Making Things Simpler

Getting Closer To Us

Caring For Our Communities

Getting More Experienced



Keeping It Real
What’s happening?

“Shopping centres are going to have 
to reinvent themselves. They will still 
have to offer convenience and 
choice but will need to find their own 
brand of authenticity that creates 
experience, atmosphere and variety, 
just as great town or city centres do.”

Tim Hooker
Director
Lend Lease



Keeping It Real
So what?

Real places yet often meaningless themes

Understand what ‘real’ means to me

Conduct ‘authenticity audit’

Value-engineer customer experience

Design customer moments not monuments

Invest in front-line end-to-end engagement

Craft and recount a compelling ‘back-story

Design relationships not rhetoric



Telling Us Stories
What’s happening?

“Shopping centres need to move 
away from simply drawing the 
customer in and making the sale, to 
becoming more involving and 
conversational by creating spaces 
where life occurs and that are 
discussion centred.”

Kristina Dryza
Founder
Consumer Trends



Telling Us Stories
So what?

Stories are the new brand communication

Engage and recount not intrude and inform

Use classic techniques to write brand story

Who’s the hero in your brand story?

What’s the goal of your hero?

Who/what is your hero’s adversary?

Forces you to have a view/position/stance 

Regard comms as spatial storytelling



Making Things Simpler
What’s happening?

“Shopping will be more multi-channel 
and people-centred and be driven by 
the rise of the support economy as we 
look for the best deals, the best 
advice, the most responsible products 
and services and the easiest methods 
of acquiring them.”

David Kester
Chief Executive
The Design Council



Making Things Simpler
So what?

Know your place in my shopping ‘portfolio’

Save me time and effort not just money

Before, during and after my visit

Help me design my shopping experience

Invest in knowledge and relationship mgmt

Sometimes I want to be pampered   

Sometimes I want to be practical

Make it easy and make it happen for me



Getting Closer To Us
What’s happening?

“Shopping is in the midst of its first 
root-and-branch reinvention since the 
rise of the fixed location shop. Over 
the next ten years, online ‘added value 
buying services’ will emerge to 
become the shopper’s first port of call 
for an increasing range of purchases 
that will disrupt and dissolve the fixed 
location stranglehold on commercial 
exchange.”

Alan Mitchell 
Chairman
Buyer Centric Commerce Forum



Getting Closer To Us
So what?

Not enough to segment, shout and sell

More focus on life-long relationship models

Requires much deeper ‘real-time’ insight 

From intrusion and monologue   

To permission and collaboration

Requires re-think in brand engagement

Publish/broadcast to catalyst/curate/edit

More personal, more relevant, more often



Caring For Our Communities
What’s happening?

“Brands will go deeper and will have 
cultural, social and environmental 
dimensions. The differences between 
charity brands and business brands 
will blur. Key elements will remain trust 
and identity.”

Steve Howard
CEO
The Climate Group



Caring For Our Communities
So what?

Ethical branding on the increase

Corporate governance/consumer pressure

Shopping places ideally placed to respond

Understand community issues/priorities

Not just at front-end or reactionary

Re-purpose centre facilities/skills

Pioneer new business models/ventures

The shopping centre is the community



Getting More Experienced
What’s happening?

“Discerning shoppers want more. They 
want an experience and for shopping 
to be part of their leisure time. 
Functional, commodity shopping may 
well find that its future lies more and 
more online and in new developing 
channels.”

Cliff Burrows
President UK & Ireland
Starbucks



Getting More Experienced
So what?

Emergence of Experience Economy

New appetite for interaction/discovery

Requires new experiential mindset/talents

Holistic experience mgmt not event mgmt

From events, media and messages

To experiences, moments and memories

Not just the big ‘one-offs’ but ‘every-days’

The experience is the marketing



What’s happening?

So what?

Where next?



Where next?
Insight

“Shopping places play an important 
role in our lives and we must make 
them work. We need fresh insight and 
ideas on how we can best innovate 
within them. We can’t let them become 
another cookie-cutter exercise.”

Iain Renwick
Chief Executive
Liberty PLC



Where next?
Influence

“Shopping centres are predominantly 
used by women, but are typically 
owned, designed, planned and 
managed by men. They are 
supposedly brands, but in reality are 
all very similar and rarely managed as 
brands.”

Daniel Jenkinson
Director
Forward Thinking Inc.



Where next?
Innovation

“We need shopping places built 
around real customer needs - new 
themes, clusters and ideas that give us 
more participation, more involvement, 
more entertainment and more 
hospitality in a shopping place that 
feels much more like our own.”

Rodney Fitch
Chairman
Fitch



Final thought…



Shopping places perfectly placed to harness the power of these forces

Keeping it Real

Telling Us Stories

Making Things Simpler

Getting Closer To Us

Caring For Our Communities

Getting More Experienced



Shopping place brands should be the envy of the new brand world…



But only if they can evolve from places we go to brands we want…
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